Our Ergonomic series of wheelchairs all use T-6 Aluminum frames to maintain a light weight without sacrificing strength and durability.

Our patented S-Shape seating frame provides an ergonomically correct seat shape which evenly distributes pressure on the user.

The world's first and only ergonomic series of ultra-light weight wheelchairs with an S-Shaped Seat Frame! With comfort built right into the frame of a wheelchair eliminating the need for a "thick cushion" to add comfort, our S-Shape seat allows the wheelchair to be "ergonomically correct" putting you into a seating position and comfort conforming to your natural body's curves. Proven to relieve pressure throughout the body through pressure chart mapping, these chairs are built for comfort and quality to stand the test of time. With global patents in over 22 countries and launched as a Global Product, Karman is proud to bring the best to all whom seek the very best at competitive prices. Special features include breathable anti-bacterial, anti-staining, removable, and machine washable cushion. All S-ERGO wheelchairs are built to ultralight weight criterias with a Lifetime Warranty.
Karman Healthcare presents the Ergonomic series...

### Ergo Flight
19.5 lbs.

One of our best selling wheelchairs from the Ergonomic series. Built on an ultra lightweight 14.5 lb T-6 aluminum frame, this chair is the flagship of Karman. Features user accessible hand brakes, our patented S-Shape seating system, and anti-bacterial cushion seating. Folds to a compact 15 inches for easy transportation.

Quality, comfort, and ease of use come together perfectly to make one of the most well-rounded wheelchairs on the market!

### S-Ergo 115
25 lbs.

The S-Ergo 115 combines a lightweight aluminum frame with Ergonomic seating and hand rims for extra comfort, all together weighing in at 25 lbs! This chair also comes with a quick release axil option for easier transport.

Optional Spinergy wheels available, shown in picture.

Comes in silver and red.

### S-Ergo 105
27 lbs.

The S-Ergo 105 is one of our best “basic” Ergonomic wheelchairs. Weighing in at 27 lbs, the Ergo 105 is capable of carrying 250 lbs, and like all of our Ergo chairs it can fold for easy transport. The simple design of fixed footrests and fixed armrests makes this chair extremely durable.

Comes in both silver and red.

### S-Ergo TP
22 lbs.

The transport chair version of the Ergo 115. This chair is by far one of the most comfortable transport chairs on the market today. Weighing in at 22 lbs with a weight capacity of 250 lbs, this is one of the most well-rounded transport chairs we sell.

Folds for easy transport.

### S-Ergo 305
29 lbs.

The Ergo 305 is the top-end of Ergonomic wheelchairs. Features flip-back armrests, Ergonomic seating, swing-away footrests, and a height adjustable axil which can change seat height from 18”-20”.

### S-Ergo 106
27 lbs.

The next step up from the Ergo 105. Adds an adjustable backrest with 3 angle settings 95/100/105 degrees. The 106 also adds anti-tippers to prevent looping the chair, and a pushbar for easier pushing.

The Ergo 106 is perfect for those who need extra back adjustment.

### Ergo Lite
18 lbs.

Introducing the next generation of lightweight transport chairs. The Ergo Lite builds off the Ergo Flight, combining the same ultra lightweight T-6 aluminum frame to produce a chair that weighs an astronomical 18 lbs! This transporter includes user-operated handbrakes, leg strap, and fixed arm/foot rests.

And just because it’s light, doesn’t mean it’s weak! This little guy can hold up to 220 lbs!

Folds to 12 inches wide!

### S-Ergo ATX
15.4 lbs.

The “sportscar” of the Ergonomic series. This chair was designed for those who live active lifestyles, those who plan on using their chair for something a little different. Built from an aluminum frame weighing only 15.4 lbs. Adjustable back-rest? You bet! In fact, there are too many adjustable parts on this chair to list!

Optional Spinergy wheels available for this chair!